Prescott Elementary School
Safe Routes to School Problem and Solutions Summary
May 2006
Introduction
The Portland Office of Transportation (PDOT) initiated a Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
engineering review for Prescott Elementary School with a walkabout on December 12, 2005. At
that meeting the concerns of school representatives, parents and students were described and a
walking tour around the school and on adjacent streets and school travel routes was conducted.
Prescott Elementary School is located in a low-density neighborhood made up primarily of
single-family residences. As with much of this area of Portland, lower density residential land
uses are steadily being re-developed into higher density residential uses. Also common is an grid
of incomplete streets, many missing curb and sidewalk. With the expected increase in homes
over the next several years, local traffic concerns are expected to only increase.
Figure 1. Area Map

Prescott
Elementary

NE 102nd Avenue to the west, Prescott Street and Sandy Boulevard to the north and 112th
Avenue to the east represent the major barrier roads to students walking or riding their bikes to
Prescott Elementary School. NE 102nd Avenue and Sandy Boulevard are classified as Major
City Traffic streets. The primary purpose of a Major City Traffic street is the movement of auto
traffic. Prescott Street and 112th Avenue are classified as Neighborhood Collector streets.
Neighborhood Collectors are streets where auto and non-auto needs are considered equal. The
remaining streets near the school are classified as Local Service streets. Local Service streets are
intended to provide pathways between private homes and higher classified streets and preference
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is often given to pedestrian needs. Traffic calming occurred north of Prescott Street and west of
102nd in 2001 as part of the Parkrose Transit Center mitigation.
Below is a list of concerns that were felt to deter parents from allowing students to walk, bike or
take a transit bus to school. These concerns were provided by school representatives in advance
of the walkabout or developed during the walk. The list has been arranged, as determined by
PDOT, into broad categories of safety and convenience with a last category for miscellaneous
concerns. Following the first section summarizing problems is a discussion of solutions.
Prescott Elementary School SR2S Concerns
Safety
A. Vehicle speed is too fast
1. 105th Avenue
2. Prescott Street
3. Wygant Street
B. Unsafe crossings
1. Wygant at 102nd Avenue
2. 102nd south of Prescott
3. Prescott mid-block
C. Unsafe pedestrian or bike paths
1. Most Local Streets around the School
D. Pedestrian/Roadway Visibility
1. 105th at Prescott
E. Violation of traffic controls
1. Prescott along school frontage
2. 102nd at Prescott
3. 105th at Prescott
E. Vehicle Congestion
1. Prescott
2. 105th Avenue
3. Mt Hood Parking Lot
Convenience
A. Pedestrian pathways that are often flooded
1. Prescott
B. Lack of or poor pedestrian or bike connectivity (Broken Link)
1. 105th Avenue
2. Prescott Street
C. Bike racks or storage locations are deficient
Miscellaneous
A. Enforcement
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B. Crosswalk Maintenance
C. School Signing
D. Too Many Single Family Trips
Summary of Findings and Solutions
Vehicle Speed
Vehicle speed counts were reviewed or collected for the streets of concern and are presented in
table 1, below.
Table 1. Collected Speed Data
Location
102nd at Prescott
105th, N/Skidmore
105th, N/Prescott
109th, N/Shaver
109th, S/Wygant
112th, S/Wygant
112th, N/Skidmore
112th, S/Beech

Date
12/16/96
11/14/05
1/4/06
11/8/05
1/4/06
5/16/96
8/21/96
4/8/96

Northbound
Speed*
28
31
29
31
32
36
34

Southbound
Speed
29
31
29
29
31
34
34

Eastbound
Westbound
Location
Date
Speed*
Speed
Sandy, E/105th
1/4/05
Wygant, E/103rd
1/4/06
28
29
Wygant, E/109th
1/4/06
27
27
Prescott, E/102nd
7/1/02
33
31
Prescott, E/105th
6/11/02
35
34
Prescott, E/112th
6/27/02
35
34
Prescott, E/118th
6/11/02
37
35
Skidmore, E/102nd
1/4/06
30
32
Skidmore, E/109th
1/4/06
31
31
Shaver, E/102nd
1/4/06
29
30
Shaver, E/109th
1/4/06
28
28
Beech, E/102nd
1/4/06
30
30
Fremont Ct, E/114th
1/10/06
30
28
*Miles per hour - 85th percentile speed; 15% of drivers exceed this.

Lowest
Posted
Speed
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
Lowest
Posted
Speed
25
25
20
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
25

Northbound
Volume
8049
441
667
221
270
635
563
525

Southbound
Volume
5516
621
799
233
269
524
644
654

Total
13565
1062
1466
454
539
1159
1207
1179

Eastbound
Volume
11689
679
407
2154
2275
1706
2003
340
299
494
457
267
275

Westbound
Volume
12315
725
385
2474
2341
1925
2067
405
255
693
694
171
243

Total
24000
1404
792
4628
4616
3636
4070
745
554
1197
1151
438
518

From Table 1 it can be seen that high vehicle speeds were measured on almost every street
around Prescott Elementary School except Wygant and 109th south of Shaver. Typically an 85th
percentile speeds five or more miles per hour above the posted is the first requirement for a
traffic calming project.
Solutions for Speeding
The following street segments have qualified for a speed bump project and have been or will be
offered traffic calming through the Subsidized Purchase Program:
•
•
•
•
•

105th Avenue, Sandy to Prescott
105th Avenue, Prescott to Fremont
109th Avenue, Sandy to Prescott
Skidmore Street, 102nd to 112th
Shaver Street, 102nd to 112th
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•
•

Beech Street, 102nd to 112th
Fremont Court, 112th to 116th

Figure 2, below, depicts the proposed placement of the speed bumps. Data requests for streets
east of 112th Avenue will continue to identify additional traffic calming opportunities.
Figure 2. Proposed Speed Table Layout

Under the Subsidized Purchase program residents on Local Service streets meeting minimum
speeding and traffic volume requirements are offered speed bump projects that are subsidized for
60% of the construction costs. After approval is obtained through petition from 2/3rds of the
households, funding for 40% of the project costs will need to be arranged by local residents. If
the Prescott Elementary School SR2S committee so chose, some portion of the citizen funding
could be accomplished with the Prescott Elementary School SR2S safety funds. Examples
include funding the citizen portion of the costs along a street like 105th Avenue where students
are more likely to be walking or biking. Another option is to fully fund speed bumps that
directly benefit the school zones around Prescott Elementary. Citizen approval is needed for a
complete project; however, PDOT may be able to administratively approve the speed bumps that
directly benefit the school zones for the school on Skidmore and 105th if local resident support
for a full project does not materialize. Speed bumps cost $2000 each and the resident portion of a
subsidized project is $800 per bump.
Prescott Street
The vehicle speeds measured on Prescott are sufficiently high to permit a traffic calming project
on Prescott as well. Prescott is classified as a Neighborhood Collector, Transit Access, Walkway
and Bikeway street. It is not designated as a Major Emergency Response route enabling
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construction of Portland’s 22-foot speed bump (also known as a speed table). A typical project
would stretch from 102nd Avenue to 112th Avenue. At this time the cost of a project on Prescott
would be fully borne by local residents. Citizen approval is needed for a complete project;
however, PDOT may be able to administratively approve the speed tables that directly benefit
the school zone for the school on Prescott if local resident support for a full project does not
materialize. Speed tables cost $2000 each. Figure 3, below, depicts a typical project on Prescott.
Figure 3. Possible Prescott Speed Tables

112th Avenue
The vehicle speeds measured on 112th Avenue
are sufficiently high to permit a traffic calming
project on 112th Avenue. 112th Avenue is
classified as a Neighborhood Collector, Transit
and Walkway street. Since it is not designated
as a Major Emergency Response route speed
tables can be constructed there. A typical
project would stretch from Sandy to Prescott, a
second project from Prescott to Shaver and a
third from Shaver to Fremont Avenue. At this
time the cost of a project on any of the 112th
Avenue segments would be fully borne by local
residents. Citizen approval is needed for a
complete project. Speed tables cost $2000 each.
Figure 4, below, depicts a typical project on
112th.

Figure 4. Possible 112th Speed Tables

Solutions for Unsafe Crossings
Paid adult crossing guards are often suggested to
improve safety at busy crossings. PDOT would
not discourage Prescott Elementary School from
using paid or volunteer adult crossing guards,
but PDOT does not have any pending plans or
budget to provide ongoing adult crossing guards
for elementary schools in Portland.
In reviewing the school service area a map of preferred routes was identified in an attempt to
focus on highest priority crossings (Figure 5, next page). It is recommended that students remain
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on their side of any barrier street (identified earlier) and wait to cross at signalized or all-way
stop intersections. Signalized crossings or all-way stop controlled intersections are the best
locations to cross; though they may also be the busiest. Enhanced crossings are the next best
location to cross – locations where physical changes have been made to increase visibility or
shorten crossing distances. Marked and signed crossings may alert drivers to the presence of
more pedestrians, but students should be warned that a marked crossing is no safer than an
unmarked crossing. In Figure 5 crossings that should be reviewed further are circled.
Figure 5. Possible Pathways Map

Wygant at 102nd was identified during the walkabout and from the pathway map as a location of
concern. 102nd Avenue is very wide at 66 feet from curb to curb. The curb to curb space is
currently allocated to parking and two travel lanes for each direction plus a center turn lane.
102nd at Wygant has a convenience store on the southeast corner. The store acts to attract
students that live in the area. Many students are suspected of crossing 102nd at Wygant instead of
using a signalized crossing for 102nd Avenue. Wygant also coincides with transit stops on 102nd
Avenue. It is recommended that a pedestrian refuge island is constructed in the center turn lane
of 102nd Avenue south of Wygant and the crossing be marked and signed. Figure 6, below,
depicts what the pedestrian refuge island would look like. A pedestrian refuge island costs
approximately $10,000 and a marked and signed crossing costs approximately $2,000.
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Figure 6. Wygant at 102nd Pedestrian Refuge Island

Skidmore at 102nd
In reviewing the pathway map, Skidmore is the street a pedestrian walking north on 102nd
should cross at to use Skidmore as an alternate path to Prescott Elementary via 105th Avenue. It
is recommended that a pedestrian refuge island is constructed in the center turn lane of 102nd
Avenue north of Skidmore and the crossing be marked and signed. Figure 7, below, depicts
what the pedestrian refuge island would look like. A pedestrian refuge island costs
approximately $10,000 and a marked and signed crossing costs approximately $2,000.
Figure 7. Skidmore at 102nd Pedestrian Refuge Island
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Prescott mid-block
Concern was expressed during the walkabout that students that live across from the school and
parents that park on the north side of Prescott Street cross mid-block instead of using the marked
crossing on Prescott at 105th Avenue. A mid-block crossing was suggested to make these
crossings safer. Prescott is a wide street (44 feet), but is a Neighborhood Collector also
designated for Transit use and as a Bikeway. Parking on both sides of the street is considered
important (16 feet). The remaining 28 feet of roadway for two directions of travel provides the
recommended minimum 14-foot travel lanes to accommodate vehicle and bicycle use. The
construction of a median island for pedestrian safety would cause the loss of parking on one or
both sides of the street. It is unclear at this time what other locations could accommodate
parking lost on Prescott. A minimum design is depicted in Figure 8, below. A pedestrian refuge
island costs approximately $10,000 and signing and marking the crossing costs $2,000.
Figure 8. Prescott Mid-Block Refuge Island

Solutions for Poor Pedestrian Pathways (Unsafe Links)
Many of the streets around Prescott Elementary are without curb or sidewalk. The difficulty with
sidewalk construction is the cost. Six feet of curb and sidewalk costs approximately $100 per
foot to build. Sidewalk construction, for the amount of street without sidewalk, is beyond the
scope of the Prescott Elementary School SR2S budget. The proposed traffic calming projects
will make those streets safer to use. Increased periodic enforcement at times when students
would be walking on the streets may be the most effective solution if speed bumps are not
constructed.
Solutions for Visibility Issues
105th at Prescott
Drivers parking too close to Prescott on the west side of 105th Avenue (north of Prescott) is most
easily addressed by removing parking there. A no-parking zone costs $150 installed.
Violations
Double Parking
Prescott Street along the school frontage was identified as a location that double parking
occurred. Enforcement of traffic laws during school hours may go the farthest to reducing this
type of driver error.
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Crosswalk law
102nd at Prescott and 105th at Prescott were identified as locations with crosswalk compliance
issues. Reducing vehicle speed with speed tables may be the best engineering mitigation for this
type of behavior. PDOT can provide resource materials for the school to hand out to parents
regarding the new crosswalk stop and stay stopped law. PDOT also has a targeted enforcement
program where a decoy pedestrian is used. Past traffic safety enforcement actions have been
successful at citing or warning many drivers, cyclists and pedestrians for traffic violations.
Running Stop Signs or Signals
102nd at Prescott and 105th at Prescott were identified as locations with this driver error.
Enforcement of traffic laws during school hours may go the farthest to reducing this safety
problem.
Solutions for Vehicle Congestion
Prescott and 105th Avenue
The congestion on Prescott and 105th Avenue is due to student drop-off and pick-up activities.
105th Avenue also has a school bus zone and Prescott has a Tri-Met stop eastbound at 105th
Avenue. Congestion can be alleviated by one of two common methods. The first is reduction of
traffic and the second is better management of existing traffic.
One method to manage traffic is separate student pick up locations by grade level. If one set of
students is released to Prescott and another released to 105th, it may reduce congestion on both
streets. Alteration of existing parking controls on 105th Avenue is one method to better manage
congestion. Currently a 117-foot bus zone is in place on the west side of 105th Avenue south of a
40 foot no parking zone. One 40-foot bus needs accommodation at the school. The existing bus
zone need not be larger than 60 feet. Shortening the bus zone would provide two additional
spaces on the west side of 105th Avenue.
Another way to better manage auto traffic would be to alter how space is currently used on
Prescott between 102nd Avenue and 105th Avenue. The street width is currently 44 feet. With 8
feet on each side for parking, the two travel lanes remaining are 14 feet wide. This is a common
width for a bike boulevard treatment and Prescott is a designated City Bikeway. There is another
way to use the street width that may slow vehicles down and would certainly add on-street
parking, but would narrow travel lanes that cyclist currently share with autos. Figure 9, below,
depicts how a reverse-angle parking layout would look.
Figure 9. Reverse Angle Parking on Prescott
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Reverse angle parking (RAP) is a safer way to angle park, especially if cyclist use the roadway
regularly. With reverse angle parking drivers back up in the same way as for parallel parking but
avoid having to judge how close to the curb or the vehicle behind them they are. Leaving a
reverse angle parking spot drivers have a clearer view of oncoming traffic since. Remaining to
be determined is how this proposal would affect cyclists. The reverse angle layout shown in
Figure 9 would accommodate 30 angle spaces where about 25 vehicles would normally parallel
park. Figure 9 also depicts closing the driveway access to the Mt Hood Community College
parking lot on Prescott. Though not required, this would maximize available on-street parking
spaces. Vehicle speed and separation contribute greatly to cyclists’ feeling of comfort and
though the addition of speed bumps would slow down auto traffic, the loss of space may be too
great to justify the added parking. Altering Prescott between 102nd and 105th in this manner
would cost approximately $3,000.
Mt Hood Community College Parking Lot
This parking lot is adjacent to school property and many parents use it to queue up for drop-off
and pick-up activities. Some teachers also use this lot, but many also use 105th Avenue. If more
teachers could be encouraged to use this parking lot, on-street space could be freed up for parent
vehicles. This may need an agreement with Mt. Hood Community College.

CONVENIENCE
Solutions for Flooded Pathways
Prescott at 105th
One solution would be to add catch basins upstream of the corners to intercept storm water
before students cross either street. A catch basin would cost about $2,000 to install. Prescott
Street has intermittent sidewalk along its frontage east of 102nd Avenue. Most notably is the first
120 feet east of 105th Avenue on both sides of the street. The cost to construct 120 feet of curb
with a 6-foot sidewalk is approximately $12,000 (one side of the street). An interim alternative
would be to construct gravel pathways. A six foot wide gravel path would cost approximately
$10 per foot. For the approximate 120 feet of deficient pathway a gravel path would cost
approximately $1,200. A depiction of the proposed construction technique is provided in Figure
10, below.

Figure 10. Gravel Pathway

Solutions for Poor Pathway Connectivity (Broken Links)
105th Avenue
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105th Avenue from Prescott to Shaver has edge striping and approximately five feet of paved
shoulder. This would make a good place to walk along if speeds on the street were slower.
Alternatively, if drivers parked closer to the edge stripe, there may be space behind the vehicles
for pedestrians to walk. The five feet of paved shoulder could be combined to one side of the
street to provide a wider space there and a greater chance that space near the road or behind
parked cars would be available for walking. Alternatively the existing paved shoulders could be
marked as bike lanes. Though 105th is not a designated City Bikeway, the paved shoulder
provides a good location for students to cycle to school. Also, with the shoulder marked as a
bike lane parking that blocks the bike lane becomes an offence for which a citation can be issued.
Shifting the lane markings to the east would cost approximately $7500. Adding bike lanes
would cost approximately $3000.
Prescott Street
Solutions discussed in the last section would equally solve some of the issues on Prescott Street.
Solutions for Deficient Bike Storage
The current bike racks are located on the east side of the school. This location not readily visible
from the school or street, enabling theft. The bike racks are not covered to protect bikes from
rain and are adjacent to play areas, exposing the bikes to damage. It is recommended that new
bike storage facilities be constructed on school grounds in a location that provides a clear view
from regularly occupied classrooms or offices and/or foot traffic (as might occur near an
entrance to the school). It is also recommended that the bike storage area provide protection
from inclement weather, particularly rain.

MISCELLANEOUS
Enforcement
As part of every Safe Routes to School project, focused enforcement of identified driver errors
will be conducted. School administers are reminded that they do not need to wait for such
special projects as this to request enforcement actions. If specific driver errors need to be
addressed again, call 823-SAFE to arrange for a visit from the Police Traffic Division or Parking
Enforcement.
Crosswalk Maintenance
Current crosswalk markings that need repair will have work orders written to accomplish that
work.
Review School Signing
School signs will be reviewed for correct placement and visibility.
Solutions for Single Family Car Trips anticipated in the Future
PDOT may be able to provide assistance through an education and outreach effort to encourage
more carpooling, walking, biking and Tri-Met use to school. Anticipated improvement under the
Prescott Elementary School SR2S projects should also encourage a reduction in auto trips.
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